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Handmade jewellery



About us

Handmade in Scotland using a mixture of semi
precious stones and glass, Arran Bay jewellery
draws from the stunning scenery surrounding the
West coast of Scotland, with colours reminiscent
of blue skies; rugged landscapes and breath-
taking sunsets over the island of Arran. Every
piece is carefully hand made in the studio by a
small group of skilled makers.



New 
For Spring /Summer this year we have
kept working with our bright beautiful
semi-precious stones but have
incorporated a lot of new foil glass beads
in different colours. Our new Halo set is
made using our own design lampwork
foil beads that we have specially made
for us, the colours are inspired by our
beautiful coastline in Scotland where our
studio is based. The materials represent
the ruggedness of our landscape and the
translucent contrast of our sea against
the land. 



HALO
HL8: Lampwork foil glass, hematite and jasper necklace, 925
silver magnetic clasp. Necklace 18" long, bracelet measures
7.5"-7.75"



HALO HALF NECKLACE

GTH8: Half bead lampwork foil glass, hematite and jasper
necklace, stainless steel magnetic clasp. Necklace 18" long,

bracelet measures 7.5"-7.75"
 





New 
Glass Twist

GT42: Pretty half bead
pastel agate, glass &
hematite necklace,
stainless steel magnetic
clasp. 
Necklace 18" long,
bracelet measures
7.5"-7.75".



Vision.....

A G A T E  &  F O I L

G L A S S  

 

Pink,
Teal,
Gold.

STELLAR
A collection of shimmering  glass
beads and gems, long and short
necklaces, reminiscent of the
sparkling stars in our night's sky. 



LIBRALong lampwork foil glass, jasper, frosted glass, hematite and agate necklace.

Teal and pink



Vision.....

A G A T E  &  F O I L

G L A S S  

 

AQUA
GOLD,
RUST

DENIM.
STELLAR





AQUA,
GOLD,
RUST,
DENIM,

LEO
Blue and gold lampwork foil glass,
blue & rust coloured agate and
hematite. Finished with a stainless
steel magnetic clasp



A G A T E  &  F O I L  G L A S S
R E D ,  S T O N E ,  R U S T ,  S I L V E R



ORION

Red and gold lampwork 
foil glass, agate, 
crystal and hematite.



ARIES
Black and gold
lampwork foil glass,
agate, crystal and
hematite, finished with
a stainless steel
magnetic clasp.
Necklace 18-20" long.
bracelet 7.75" long



ARIES



CRACKLED

AGATE

WHITE
GOLD,
STONE

BRONZE. VIRGO



WHITE
GOLD,
STONE

BRONZE.

VIRGO





GEMINI
Wood, agate,
hematite and glass,
standard size
necklace. 



Multi
colour
natural
 agates



Multi
colour
agates

Bright graded colour natural
agate stones.

AGM6



ICE CREAM PINK
POWDER BLUE

LAVENDER
LEMON

AGM6

Bright graded colour natural
agate necklace with 925 18k gold  
plate toggle clasp with charms,
18" long. 



Pastel
agates

Pale pastel colour natural
agate stones.

AGM5



ICE CREAM PINK
POWDER BLUE

LAVENDER
LEMON

AGM5
Pale pastel agate necklace with
hematite and tiny cats eye
faceted stones, 18" long. Stainless
steel magnetic clasp.



Multi colour agates

Oval agate
centre

Delicately soft coloured agate
stones.

AGM4



AGM

BRIGHTLY
COLOURED
AGATES AGM4

Natural agate stones, 
agate stone centre.



Multi colour vibrant
chunky  agates

CH1 Necklace 18" long. Bracelet
7.5- 7.75".
Stainless steel magnetic clasp.
Stainless steel safety chain. 



Multi coloured  vibrant
chunky  agates

CH2 Necklace 18" long. 
Bracelet 7.5- 7.75"
Stainless steel magnetic clasp.
Stainless steel safety chain. 



BRIGHTLY COLOURED WOOD and GLASS
 

BRIGHTLY
COLOURED
WOOD and 
 GLASS

WB1



WB 1
Bright little wooden
discs, sparkley tiny 
 faceted crystals,
hematite, crackled
agates.

Necklace 18" long. 
Bracelet 7.5- 7.75"
Stainless steel magnetic clasp.
Stainless steel safety chain. Real
gold filled earring wires.



18k gold plate
brass,
smokey
quartz,
freshwater
pearl,
agate.

GCH- gold chain
and charm 

Collection to
follow...



Packaging

Necklace boxes Earring boxesBracelet boxes



07719814885

enquiries@arranbay.co.uk

Prestwick, Scotlsnd 


